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The posterior parietal cortex (PPC) of monkeys and prosimian
galagos contains a number of subregions where complex, behav-
iorally meaningful movements, such as reaching, grasping, and
body defense, can be evoked by electrical stimulation with long
trains of electrical pulses through microelectrodes. Shorter trains
of pulses evoke no or simple movements. One possibility for the
difference in effectiveness of intracortical microstimulation is that
long trains activate much larger regions of the brain. Here, we
show that long-train stimulation of PPC does not activate wide-
spread regions of frontal motor and premotor cortex but instead,
produces focal, somatotopically appropriate activations of frontal
motor and premotor cortex. Shorter stimulation trains activate the
same frontal foci but less strongly, showing that longer stimulus
trains do not produce less speci!cation. Because the activated sites
in frontal cortex correspond to the locations of direct parietal–
frontal anatomical connections from the stimulated PPC subre-
gions, the results show the usefulness of optical imaging in con-
junction with electrical stimulation in showing functional pathways
between nodes in behavior-speci!c cortical networks. Thus, long-
train stimulation is effective in evoking ethologically relevant
sequences of movements by activating nodes in a cortical network
for a behaviorally relevant period rather than spreading activation
in a nonspeci!c manner.

complex movements | nonhuman primate | neocortex

Posterior parietal cortex (PPC) in primates is widely consid-
ered to be involved in creating intentions to perform speci!c

motor behaviors, such as grasping, reaching, or directing eyes to
new targets (1–5). These intentions are then implemented
through connections with primary motor (M1) and premotor
(PM) cortex (6–8). Representations of simple movements of
various body parts in frontal motor cortex (M1-PM) have been
traditionally revealed by use of short bursts of electrical pulses
delivered with microelectrodes (9–12). By introducing the use of
longer (500 ms) trains of electrical pulses, Graziano et al. (13,
14) and Graziano (15) have identi!ed zones in M1-PM of ma-
caque where grasping, reaching, and other complex, functionally
signi!cant movements are evoked. In addition, they have iden-
ti!ed matching zones in PPC and M1-PM regions where similar
defensive movements of the arm and face can be evoked (16, 17).
Our more recent studies with long-train stimulation have iden-
ti!ed a series of functional zones in PPC of prosimian galagos
(18, 19). These PPC movement zones are preferentially inter-
connected with functionally matched zones in PM and motor
cortex (20). M1 cortex seems to be an essential node in these
parietal–frontal networks, because PPC stimulation was in-
effective when M1 activity was blocked.
Although long-train stimulation has the potential to reveal

much that is new about the functional organization of PPC and
the parietal–frontal network that is involved in the production of
movements, we do not yet know how long-train effects are me-
diated and why they are different from short-train stimulation
effects. One possibility is that long-train stimulation produces
more complex movements by activating the same network as
short-train stimulation but more effectively over a longer, be-

haviorally relevant time. Another possibility is that the longer
stimulus train activates more neurons but less speci!cally be-
cause of the spread of activity to involve additional neural
pathways. Given the widespread connections of any cortical area
(including those connections in PPC) with other areas (21, 22)
and thalamic and basal ganglia targets that may directly and
indirectly feed back to cortex (23–25), almost any site in the
brain seems to have potential of being activated by the long-train
stimuli. Without more information, the lack of understanding of
the neural effects of long-train stimulation is seen as seriously
limiting interpretation of results (26).
Here, we used intrinsic optical imaging to reveal activation

patterns in frontal cortex during long-train electrical stimulation
of sites in PPC of galagos that evoked classes of complex
movements. Because of the shallow intraparietal sulcus (IPS),
most of PPC in galagos is accessible on the brain surface, which
simpli!es the exploration of this region with microelectrodes.
Optical imaging provided a global view of how extensively frontal
cortex was activated by stimulating sites in PPC and how acti-
vation patterns during long-train stimulation compare with those
patterns during stimulation with shorter trains of electrical pul-
ses. Frontal cortex in prosimian galagos is well-suited for such
imaging studies, because these primates have no central sulcus
and the M1-PM region is exposed on the brain surface (12).
Optical imaging allows cortical activity, which is re"ected by
intrinsic signals, to be visualized in a manner similar to functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) signals but at a higher
spatial resolution. Our results indicate that long-train stimulation
of sites in different functional zones of PPC selectively activates
functionally matched zones in motor and PM cortex. Moreover,
shorter trains of electrical pulses, including those trains com-
monly used in mapping studies of motor cortex, activate the
same functional zones, although less effectively, and therefore,
movement may not occur. We conclude that long-train stimula-
tion, applied at appropriate cortical sites, involves speci!c neural
networks that are functionally distinct and results from long-train
stimulation experiments need to be incorporated in theories of
PPC organization and function.

Results
Optical imaging was used to reveal zones of activation in M1 and
PM cortex of four adult galagos during long-train (500 ms)
electrical stimulation of sites in PPC where complex movements
were evoked. Activation patterns were compared with those
patterns obtained with shorter trains of electrical pulses (60 and
120 ms).
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Functional Subdivisions of PPC and M1-PM. Stimulating electrodes
were placed in various locations in PPC around the IPS, and the
frontal motor region was imaged. Similar to other primates, the
frontal motor region responsive to microstimulation in galagos
includes M1 and dorsal (PMD) and ventral (PMV) PM areas.
PPC includes cortex between areas 1 and 2 just caudal to the
primary somatosensory and dorsomedial visual areas. Electrical
stimulation consistently produced movements in the rostral one-
half of PPC (PPCr) and not in its caudal one-half. Movements
were evoked from the cortex up to the estimated border of areas
1 and 2, and some effective sites may have been slightly across
this border (18, 19). By carefully monitoring multiple physio-
logical parameters, including EEG (Materials and Methods), we
were able to maintain stable levels of anesthesia. As a result,
testing the same site at different times during the experiment
produced similar movements.
The stimulation results conformed to a crude somatotopic

pattern such that combined hind- and forelimb movements were
evoked most medially in PPC and were followed more laterally
by regions for forelimb, face, and eye movements (Fig. 1). Long-
train electrical stimulation also evoked similar complex move-
ments from M1 and PM cortex, and zones for speci!c classes of
matching movements were aligned in a somatotopic pattern that
paralleled those zones of PPC (19).
The optical imaging results presented below also relate to the

patterns of connections between PPC and M1-PM cortex that
have been revealed by injections of tracers in different motor
zones of PPC (21). As expected from the somatotopy of the
motor maps in M1 and PM cortex (19), movement zones in PPC
that involve the face have more connections in the lateral zones
of M1-PM cortex than in the medial movement zones that in-
volve the hand and forelimb (Fig. 1). In galagos, inputs from
visual areas are largely limited to the caudal PPC, and caudal
PPC is densely interconnected with rostral PPC (21).

Activation Zones in Frontal Cortex. Stimulation of movement sites
in rostral PPC activated restricted zones within M1 and PM
cortex. In case 08-08, stimulation of three cortical sites in rostral

PPC just lateral to the rostral end of the IPS (Fig. 2A) produced
face movements, including a grimace with eye squint, ear re-
traction, and jaw opening, a combination of movements that we
classi!ed as defensive (19). When one of those sites (Fig. 2A,
green dot 8) was stimulated during optical imaging, a strong
hemodynamic response was evoked in the caudal part of lateral
M1 (Fig. 2B, dark zone). Short trains of electrical pulses evoke
simple face movements from this cortex (12, 27), whereas long
trains evoke defensive face and head movements (19). The re-
sponsive zone was anterior to the rostral end of the shallow
frontal posterior sulcus (FSp), which marks the caudal border of
M1. Another less-responsive zone was in PMV near the shallow
frontal anterior sulcus (FSa) at the rostral border of M1. When
cortex was not stimulated, no activity was apparent in any part of
M1 or PM (Fig. 2C).
Because the evoked activation was strong enough to be seen in

single 0.2-s frames, the time course of the hemodynamic re-
sponse was determined (Fig. 2D). No response was apparent
before the stimulus onset. However, a weak response was already
apparent in the !rst frame, which included the !rst 100-ms
stimulation. The response became more obvious over the full
500-ms duration of the stimulus, and it continued to increase
a full 1 s after the end of the stimulus train, after which the re-
sponse gradually decreased. This amplitude and time course is
typical of previously published intrinsic signal time courses
recorded from sensory cortical areas during sensory stimulation
(28–30).
To further characterize the region of the strong response and

compare it with other motor regions during and after the stim-
ulation period, the amplitude and time course of the activation
were measured for three small regions of M1-PM (Fig. 2B, col-
ored squares). The re"ectance of cortex in the strong response
region (Fig. 2B, pink square), overlying the motor face repre-
sentation in M1, had a peak amplitude of about 0.2% that was
approximately 1 s after the end of the stimulus train, which is
consistent with the intrinsic signal characteristics (Fig. 2E). The
second, more rostral selected region (Fig. 2B, yellow square) was
in or near a part of PMV representing the face. At this location,

Fig. 1. Summary of the PPC organization in galago. Functionally distinct movement zones are marked with colors on the exposed left hemisphere. Con-
nections between functional PPC zones and frontal motor region PM-M1 are marked with color-coordinated arrows. This view matches the location of Inset
on the schematic of PPC functional zones on a dorsolateral view of the hemisphere (lower right corner). Black dashed lines mark approximate borders of M1
and the border between rostral (PPCr) and caudal PPC (PPCc). The dotted line marks the border between the M1 forelimb and face representations. M1,
primary motor cortex; PMD and PMV, dorsal and ventral motor areas; PPCr and PPCc, rostral and caudal posterior parietal cortex; FSa and FSp, anterior and
posterior frontal sulci; IPS, intraparietal sulcus; LS, lateral sulcus; FEF, frontal eye "eld; DL, dorsolateral visual area; MT, middle temporal area; S1, primary
somatosensory area; V1, primary visual area; V2, secondary visual area. (Scale bar: 1 mm.)
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there was a detectable but much weaker response over the same
time period (Fig. 2E Center). This weak response is visible in
some of the frames in Fig. 2D, yellow arrows. Finally, re"ectance
changes were measured from a sample of cortex in a more me-
dial portion of M1 representing forelimb movements (Fig. 2B,
blue square). In this sample of M1, there was very little change in
re"ectance during and after stimulation (Fig. 2E Right). Thus,
stimulation of a defensive face site in PPC produced a strong
focus of activity about 1 mm in diameter in the caudal part of the
face representation in M1, while producing only a minor change
in the face region of cortex at the M1-PMV junction and no

change in forelimb M1. No change was apparent in other parts of
M1 or PM cortex either. This !nding illustrates the speci!city of
the long-train electrical stimulation effect.
These focused, topographically appropriate responses were

evident even in single trials. Although the activation in case 08-08
was most apparent when averaged over 18 trials to reduce noise
(Fig. 2), the same pattern could be seen on single trials, although
as expected, with weaker signal to noise (Fig. 3). Again, the ac-
tivated pattern of M1 (dark oval) was apparent, although weaker,
toward the end of the stimulus train. It was most pronounced 1 s
after the stimulus onset, and it faded to background levels by 2 s

Fig. 2. Intrinsic cortical activity in response to elec-
trical stimulation of PPC in galago 08-08. Electrical
stimulation (300-!A, 500-ms train) of the face region
of ventral PPC evoked a face defensive movement. (A)
Pattern of blood vessels on the exposed brain surface.
Green rectangle marks imaged M1-PM "eld. Green
dot 8 in face representation of PPC indicates the site
of electrical stimulation for illustrated cortical activa-
tion. Gray dots mark other stimulation sites. Dashed
lines indicate approximate borders of M1, and the
dotted line indicates the border between the forelimb
and face M1 representations. (B) Intrinsic response
(dark region) temporally averaged 1–2 s after stimulus
onset. (C) Blank response during the no stimulus
condition. (D) Image maps showing time course of
activation after stimulation onset. Frame duration is
200 ms. The "rst frame is the corresponding blood
vessel map of images. Activations in M1 and PMV are
indicated with pink and yellow arrows, respectively.
(E) Time course of changes in re!ectance from three
regions of interest centered over (Left) M1 (pink box
in B), (Center) M1/PMV (yellow box in B), and (Right)
dorsal M1 (blue box in B) in trials with electrical
stimulation (colored lines) and blank trials (black
lines). Stimulation period is indicated by green bars in
D and E. Error bars = SD. (Scale bar: 1 mm.) A, anterior;
M, medial; L, lateral; P, posterior. Imaged left cortex
from 18 trials.

Fig. 3. Time course of cortical activation from an individual
trial in case 08-08 (compare with Fig. 2). The top left frame
shows a photograph of the imaged cortex. Subsequent
frames correspond to a sequence of 200-ms imaging times
from a single trial. The black bar represents the stimulus.
(Scale bar: 1 mm.)
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after the stimulus ends. At the peak of re"ectance change, the
focus of activation was about 1 mm in diameter.
In another galago (08-18), we stimulated sites over a larger

PPC region with microelectrodes to compare activation patterns
with stimulation of sites in ventral vs. dorsal PPCr (Fig. 4). In
agreement with results from case 08-08 and our previous
microstimulation studies (18, 19), stimulation of sites located in
the ventral PPCr (penetrations 2–5 and 10) evoked defensive
face movements, whereas stimulation of sites in dorsal and
caudal PPCr (penetrations 6–9 and 12) caused forelimb move-
ments. Defensive face movements consisted of a grimace and
backward movement of the ear, sometimes with mouth opening
(Fig. 4A). The reaching movements evoked by stimulation of
sites 6, 7, and 9 consisted of straightening the arm and extending
the opened hand out from the body (Fig. 4B), either forward
(sites 6 and 7) or to the side (which we refer to as lateral reach;
site 9). Similar upward arm extensions (but without grip opening)
evoked by stimulation of sites 8 and 12 were classi!ed here as
arm lift.

Activation maps were obtained from stimulation of three sites
in ventral PPC and all !ve sites in dorsal PPC. Defensive face
movements were evoked from sites 4 and 10 in ventral PPC.
Activation elicited from these stimulation locations were in
ventral (but not dorsal) frontal cortex, below the level of frontal
sulci FSa and FSp. For both stimulated sites, the focus of acti-
vation was in caudal PMV, extending into rostral M1, most
clearly for site 4 (Fig. 4C). Stimulation of sites in the dorsal PPC
that evoked reaching (or arm lift) movements (penetrations 6–9
and 12) consistently activated a small region of frontal cortex
comprising caudal PMD and adjoining parts of M1 (sites 6 and
9) or mainly caudal PMD (sites 12 and 8) or rostral M1 (site 7).
Long-train stimulation of the same region of PMD and M1 in
galagos evoked reaching movements (19, 21). Stimulation of sites
in dorsal PPC that evoked forelimb movements failed to produce
foci of activity in ventral M1 or PMV or in other parts of frontal
cortex in the imaging !eld. Thus, only small regions of PMD and
M1 seemed to be highly involved in producing the reaching
movements. Stimulation of site 11 failed to elicit any noticeable

Fig. 4. Maps of activation evoked by electrical stimulation of PPC in galago 08-18. Electrical stimulation of PPC (300- to 400-!A, 500-ms trains) that evokes
face (A) and arm (B) behaviors produces topographical activation of the M1-PM cortex, which is revealed by intrinsic optical imaging of the hemodynamic
response. (C) Activity maps (4–12) recorded for face and forelimb movements. Evoked face movements: 4, defensive face (+ mouth opens); 10, defensive face.
Evoked forelimb movements: 6, forward reach; 7, forward reach, 8, slight arm lift + ear; 9, lateral outward reach; 12, arm lift. Stimulation of 11 (face region)
did not evoke any movement. For clarity, each intrinsic optical imaging map is paired with a t-test map of cortical motor activity after "ltering out random
occurring pixels and small clusters of pixels. The t-test map for 11 is presented without "ltering to illustrate the level of random signi"cant pixels. White
dotted lines in t-test maps mark the borders between forelimb and face representations. Green dots on the dorsolateral view of the exposed cortical surface
(C Middle Center) mark the stimulation sites for shown activation maps. Gray dots mark other stimulated sites. Red stars mark lesions. (Scale bar: 5 mm.) Other
conventions are as in Figs. 1 and 2.
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movement. Possibly because of the proximity to the IPS sulcus,
the laminar depth of the electrode was not in layer 5, where the
electrical stimulation would have been most effective. Because
stimulation at site 11 both failed to elicit any movement and
failed to produce activation sites in frontal M1 and PM cortex,
the site provides an interesting control. We suggest that only
stimulations of PPC that produce movement will signi!cantly
activate foci in motor and PM cortex.
By stimulating several sites in dorsal and ventral PPC in case

08-18, we were able to compare and contrast the locations of
re"ectance change in frontal cortex for sites that produce similar
or different movements (Fig. 5). Five sites were stimulated in
dorsal PPC (Fig. 5 A, 6–9 and 12, and B), with closely positioned
sites 6 and 7 producing similar forward reaching movements,
more anterior site 9 producing a lateral reach, and sites 8 and 12
(most posterior) producing a slight arm lift; additionally, for site
8, an ear movement, a movement that is often observed together
with arm movements (18, 19), was seen. As shown in Fig. 5C,

stimulation of both sites 6 (Fig. 5C, green) and 7 (Fig. 5C, red) in
the heart of the reach zone produced highly overlapping foci of
activation in motor cortex, although an additional small, more
rostral focus was produced by stimulation of site 6. Site 9 (Fig.
5C, purple) produced a slightly different reach that was more
laterally directed; however, the main focus of activation over-
lapped those foci of reach sites 6 and 7. The stimulation at most
caudal sites 8 (Fig. 5C, light blue) and 12 (Fig. 5C, brown) just
outside the PPC reach region evoked more rostral foci of activity
in PMD. Defensive face movements were evoked at sites 4 (Fig.
5C, yellow) and 10 (Fig. 5C, dark blue), and after stimulation of
these two PPC sites, frontal activation zones in PMV overlapped
extensively. The more extensive (involving M1) focus of activa-
tion observed after stimulation in point 4 (Fig. 5C, yellow) could
re"ect the addition of mouth opening in the defense face be-
havior that differed from a grimace behavior associated with
stimulation at point 10 (Fig. 5C, dark blue). Stimulation at site 11
failed to evoke any movement, and no activation of M1 or PM
cortex was detected.
In summary, sites in PPC that evoked movements produced

small, 1- to 2-mm foci of activity in frontal cortex, including M1
and PM cortex. The longer focus from site 4 seemed to result
from a fusion of foci at the M1/PMV border. Stimulation of PPC
sites that produced similar movements activated overlapping
regions of frontal cortex, whereas sites that produced differ-
ent movements (reaching vs. face defensive) activated non-
overlapping regions of frontal cortex.

Shorter Stimulation Trains Activate the Same Sites but Less Ef-
fectively. In motor and PM cortex, short (60 ms) trains of elec-
trical pulses reliably produce brief movements (19) that now
seem to be the initial part of the more complex movements
elicited by the longer (500 ms) trains. In previous (18, 19) and
present experiments, 60-ms trains at sites in PPC failed to elicit
any movements, and longer 120-ms trains at a few sites tested
here produced partial movements. Nevertheless, these shorter
trains evoked re"ectance changes in frontal cortex at the same
sites just like the long-train stimulations. The main difference
was that the activation in frontal cortex was reduced in amplitude
and spatial extent (Fig. 6). When site 9 of case 08-18 (Fig. 6H,
green dot) was stimulated with a 500-ms train of pulses, a char-
acteristic reach to grasp sequence of movements was produced
that included extension of the arm, involving both shoulder and
elbow movements, accompanied by a dorsal wrist "exion and
extension of the digits. The 120-ms train of pulses produced only
partial extension involving, mainly, the shoulder. The 60-ms
stimulus did not produce a visible movement. The optical im-
aging results in frontal motor cortex paralleled these behavioral
effects. The 500-ms train of electrical pulses produced a dark
focus of reduced re"ectance in M1-PM, the 120-ms train pro-
duced a less dark focus, and the 60-ms train produced a faint
focus (Fig. 6 A–C). A blank trial with no electrical stimulation
produced no change (Fig. 6D). The difference in the changes
produced by these three stimulus conditions is clearly delineated
by color-coded response signi!cance maps (Fig. 6 E–G). The
activation site at the M1/PMD border remained the same under
all three conditions, but the site was less activated for the 120-ms
train (Fig. 6F) and only activated slightly above noise for the 60-
ms train (Fig. 6G). The time course of response to the 500-ms
stimulus rapidly increased to a peak nearly 2 s after stimulus
onset and then, decayed over the next 1 s (Fig. 6I; pink square
where re"ectance changes were measured, Fig. 6A). The acti-
vation produced by 120-ms stimulation had the same beginning,
but it failed to develop much amplitude and ended sooner. The
60-ms stimulus produced a barely visible cortical response, and
this response was delayed and weak. Measurements of response
amplitude and areal extent, averaged across stimulation loca-
tions, indicate that the focus of changed activity in M1 during the

Fig. 5. Areas of activation elicited by electrical stimulation of PPC in case 08-
18. (A) Photomicrograph of exposed cortical surface shows the pattern of
blood vessels with the marked M1-PM imaged region (green rectangle) and
sites of stimulation in PPC (green dots). (B) Reconstructions of the left brain
hemisphere shown on the !attened view with stimulated sites (green dots)
and areal borders approximated from CO and myelin sections. The green
rectangle marks the imaged "eld. (C) Areas of activation overlaid on a blood
vessels map. Stimulus amplitudes were 300–400 !A. Areas activated during
face movements were observed laterally, and areas activated during fore-
limb movements were observed medially. (Scale bars: A and B, 5 mm; C,
1 mm.) Other conventions are the same as in Figs. 1 and 2.
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500-ms train was signi!cantly reduced during the 120- and 60-ms
stimulus trains (Fig. 6 J and K).

Discussion
In the present study, we used optical imaging of M1-PM to reveal
regions of activity evoked by 500-ms trains of electrical pulses in
various locations in PPC. Such long trains, but not shorter trains,
evoked complex, behaviorally meaningful movements even in
anesthetized primates (17, 19). These movements were not
random or highly variable, because retesting of the same site with
long-train stimulation elicited similar movements. Contrary to
some expectations (26), the long-train stimulation of PPC did not
activate widespread cortical regions, but rather, restricted
regions of M1-PM cortex were activated. These regions varied
with the locations of the stimulating electrodes in different
functional zones of PPC. The activated regions of frontal cortex
corresponded closely to the sites of dense interconnections be-
tween frontal and parietal cortex that were revealed by injections
in functional zones in PPC (21). Shorter trains (120 ms) applied
to PPC evoked only the initial movement of the complex
sequences, and those trains (60 ms) commonly used for mapping
motor cortex (9–12, 31) did not evoke any noticeable movement.
Although they produced no movements, such shorter trains, ap-
plied to sites in PPC, evoked activity in the same locations in
frontal cortex as the long trains, but the amplitude and the areal
extent of the activation were greatly reduced. These observations
reveal the basic components of the functional circuits of parietal–
frontal networks in primates.
Although each functional zone in PPC has widespread con-

nections within PPC as well as other connections with higher-
order somatosensory or visual areas (21, 22), which also have

connections with frontal cortex, the probable activation of these
other direct targets of PPC functional zones did not result in
widespread, nonspeci!c activations of frontal motor areas. Of
course, other areas of cortex connected with the stimulated
zones in PPC, such as somatosensory areas of the lateral sulcus
and prefrontal cortex, were likely activated, but the foci in motor
and PM cortex (our !eld of view) were very restricted. The
model that is supported by our observations is that each func-
tional zone in PPC mediates a speci!c motor response by acti-
vating restricted, functionally matched zones in M1-PM cortex.
Individual neurons in motor cortex encode fragments of complex
movements (32) that are combined to produce complex motor
action (33). Functionally matched PM and M1 zones are inter-
connected (21), with M1 providing most of the subcortical output
that is critically important for the evoked behavior. Thus, elec-
trical stimulation of PPC fails to produce movement when the
activity of the functionally related portions of M1 is blocked with
muscimol. Of course, the visual inputs to PPC do not play a role
in visual guidance of movements in anesthetized primates, but
somatosensory feedback generated during these movements
could help guide the movement sequences, especially at brain-
stem and spinal cord levels (34).
The present results do not indicate how speci!c behaviors are

selected in awake, behaving primates, but it seems likely that the
interconnections between functional zones in PPC are largely
suppressive and help resolve con"icts between alternative
behaviors as a result of differences in top-down and bottom-up
patterns of PPC activation (35). Because comparable functional
zones in both frontal parietal cortex and PPC have now been
shown in prosimian galagos (19, 21), New World monkeys (20),
and Old World macaques (13, 16, 17), the functional parietal–

Fig. 6. Intrinsic motor cortex activity to different durations of electrical stimulation of PPC in case 08-18. Electrical stimulation (400 !A) of the dorsal PPC
(green dot 9 in H) evoked a lateral reaching movement. (A–D) Optical imaging maps and (E–G) t-test maps of motor cortical activity to 500- (A and E), 120- (B
and F), and 60-ms (C and G) duration of stimulus. (D) Image map for the no stimulus blank condition. (H) Blood vessels image shows imaged frontal M1-PM
region (green rectangle) with site of stimulation in PPC (green dot 9). (I) Change in re!ectance for a region of interest (pink square in A) vs. time for different
stimulus train durations to stimulation at site 9. (J) Peak percent change in re!ectance to 500-, 120-, and 60-ms stimulation for six different sites of stimulation.
(K) Area of activation as measured by the number of signi"cant pixels (P < 0.01, uncorrected) to 500-, 120-, and 60-ms stimulation for six different sites of
stimulation. *P < 0.01, 500 ms > 120 ms, 500 ms > 60 ms. Clip value = 0.05%. (Scale bars: A–G, 1 mm; H, 5 mm.) Other conventions are the same as in Fig. 2.
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frontal circuits described here likely evolved with or before the
!rst primates and have been retained with modi!cations in all
major branches of the primate radiation, including humans. Our
results also show the potential of using optical or fMRI imaging
in combination with electrical stimulation to reveal functional
pathways in primates and other mammals.
The restricted patterns of activations seen in the present

experiments can be considered somewhat surprising given the
potential for long-train stimuli at high-current levels to activate
wide regions of cortex and other parts of the brain. Physiologi-
cally, the functional organization of motor cortex is usually de-
termined in microelectrode stimulation experiments using short-
train electrical pulses of 10 !A or less. Such stimuli are thought
to activate only a few of the large pyramidal neurons that project
to brainstem and spinal cord motoneuron pools that produce
movements (36, 37). Higher levels of current stimulate many
more neurons over direct and indirect routes (26), and repetitive
pulses of stimulation can lead to powerful temporal summation
of transneuronal excitation effects (9, 38). Undoubtedly, our long
trains of pulses at higher levels of current did stimulate somewhat
larger populations of neurons, because shorter trains and less
current produced little or no evoked movement from sites in PPC,
at least in our anesthetized primates. However, even at high levels
of current, the direct effects of electrical stimulation are largely
limited to neurons less than 1 mm from the electrode tip (37),
although more distant neurons can be activated if their intrinsic
axons are near the electrode tip (39). Moreover, a recent study
using two-photon calcium imaging to identify activated neurons
during electrical stimulation of cortex has shown that the length of
the stimulus train had little effect on which neurons in the !eld of
view were activated (39). Thus, long trains may more powerfully
activate speci!c circuits, but they do not necessarily recruit addi-
tional circuits. Not only does microstimulation activate mainly
neurons and neural processes immediately around the electrode
tip but moving the electrode as little as 30 !m can greatly change
the pattern of locally activated neurons (39). Finally, the results of
microstimulation of cortex in macaque monkeys, when viewed by
fMRI, suggest that activity changes are largely limited to structures
that are directly interconnected (40–42). Related results suggest
that stimulation of a cortical site may suppress the spread of ac-
tivation beyond those sites of direct connections (43). Thus,
electrical stimulation of speci!c functional zones in PPC likely
activates other functional zones in PPC through direct con-
nections, but activation of inhibitory neurons may suppress the
outputs of these zones so that they fail to activate their functionally
matched zones in PM and motor cortex.
In summary, imaging methods combined with microstim-

ulation reveal parallel parietal–frontal networks that can corre-
spond to results of traditional anatomical labeling and correlate
with speci!c behaviors evoked electrically from PPC.

Materials and Methods
The hemodynamic response of frontal cortex to electrical stimulation of PPC
was studied in four adult galagos (Otolemur garnetti) in terminal experi-
ments under anesthesia. Physiological results were later correlated with
cortical architectonics revealed in brain sections processed to reveal cyto-
chrome oxidase or myelinated "bers. All procedures were approved by the
Vanderbilt Animal Care and Use Committee and followed guidelines of the
National Institutes of Health for the care and use of laboratory animals.

Animal Preparation for Stimulation and Imaging. PPC and frontal cortex were
exposed for stimulation and imaging while a galago was anesthetized. Each
galago was initially anesthetized with ketamine hydrochloride (10–30 mg/kg,
i.m.), and therefore, it could be placed in a stereotaxic frame; then, anesthesia
was maintained with 2% iso!urane. The skull was opened to expose parietal
and frontal cortex of the left cerebral hemisphere. After dura was retracted,
the cortex was covered with a 4% agar solution, and a clear, 0.15-mm-thick
glass coverslip was placed over frontal cortex to reduce brain movement.
During microstimulation and optical imaging, anesthesia was maintained

with ketamine hydrochloride (30–50 mg/kg per h) diluted with physiological
saline (1:4), delivered i.v.with an infusionpump, and supplementedevery 2–4h
with 0.2–0.5 mg/kg xylazine i.m. Stability of anesthesia was carefully moni-
tored by continuous recording of breathing rate, EEG, muscle tone, and
spontaneous movements. Wemaintained anesthesia at neurosurgical level 2,
which is characterized by high-amplitude (100–150 !V) bursts that occur every
1–3 s; these bursts are an accepted indicator of anesthetic plane for human
surgery at which electrically evoked movements can still be obtained.

Intracortical Microstimulation. Stimulation procedures followed those pro-
cedures previously described (19). To evoke movements from PPC, a low-
impedance tungsten microelectrode was lowered perpendicularly into the
cortex to a depth of 1.5–1.8 mm beneath the surface with a micromanipu-
lator. Stimulations at these depths (lower cortical layers) were most effective
in evoking movements. Sites of microstimulation were marked on a high-
resolution photograph of the exposed cortex. Stimulation was delivered by
a Master 8 stimulator (AMPI) with biphasic stimulus isolation (Bak Electronics
Inc.). Stimuli consisted of trains of 0.2-ms biphasic pulses, presented at 300
Hz, that extended over the duration of 500 ms, which is long enough to
evoke complex movements. Current levels started at 100 !A and were raised
to a maximum of 400 !A until consistent movement occurred or no move-
ment was observed (for unresponsive sites). Consecutive stimulus trains were
separated by 8 s or more. Threshold was de"ned by the lowest current level
that would evoke the movement or part of the movement for three con-
secutive trains of stimuli. In some experiments, effects of short trains (60 or
120 ms) of electrical pulses were evaluated. When possible, selected sites
were retested to evaluate whether similar motor patterns would be evoked.
In each case, optical imaging results were obtained from several stimulated
sites, including those sites devoted to different classes of movements. At the
end of microstimulation mapping, some sites of interest were marked by
electrolytic lesions (10 !A direct current for 10 s) made with the stimulating
microelectrode. Although microlesions can clearly be seen in the histological
preparations of the brain tissue, we have not found any visible damage from
the sites where biphasic stimulation pulses were delivered.

Optical Imaging. For the optical imaging procedure, a camera was securely
positioned directly above the craniotomy. Images of re!ectance changes of
cortex (intrinsic hemodynamic signals), corresponding to local cortical activity,
were acquired using Imager 3001 (Optical Imaging Inc), whereas cortex was
illuminatedwith 630-nmwavelength light provided by"ber optic light guides
(28). For each microstimulation train, 20 consecutive image frames were
recorded (5-Hz frame rate). To enhance the signal to noise ratio, 30–50 trials of
long-stimulation trains were averaged, although single trial results were also
considered. Each image frame contained504!504pixels coveringa"eldof 8!
8mm. This view encompassedmost of the exposed portions ofM1, PMD, PMV,
frontal eye "eld, and adjoining prefrontal cortex and area 3a. Runs of stim-
ulation (500 ms, 300 Hz, biphasic pulse, 300–400 !A) were interleaved with
runs of no stimulation for comparison. In some cases, runs of shorter stimulus
trains (60 or 120ms)were interleavedwith long-train runs or no stimulus runs.
Stimulus onset occurred after the "rst image frame. Because 60-ms stimulus
trains are typically used for mapping the representation of movements in
motor cortex (11, 12, 31),we compared activation patterns evoked by stimulus
trains of typical length with trains of two different longer lengths.

Data Analysis. Blood vessel artifact or noise were minimized by (i) high-pass
"ltering of the images to subtract baseline lighting changes that are
a source of motion noise, (ii) blank subtraction of the "rst frame of each
image acquisition, or (iii) frame by frame subtraction of the blank condition
image by image. Single condition maps obtained this way represent the
percentage of intrinsic signal change compared with an initial (prestimulus)
baseline condition. For stimulus-induced intrinsic signals, this value is usually
negative (!0.01% to !0.2%). In single condition maps, darker pixels repre-
sent higher responses (more negative), and brighter pixels represent lower
responses. These maps were used for calculating differential maps and
additional quanti"cation.

Within delineated regions, the time course and amplitude of activation
were used to further characterize functional response. To delineate the regions
of strongest activation, optical maps underwent a thresholding procedure. In
this procedure, images were low pass-"ltered, pixel distributions were
established, and pixels with the strongest activations above a certain value
(15%) were identi"ed. Within the area of activation, we centered a region of
interest, 150–300 !m in diameter, and used this region to collect the percent
change of activation over time. Areas of activation were then aligned on
blood vessel maps obtained with 570-nm "lter (green light) to compare the
locations of activations across stimulus conditions. To measure the sizes of
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activated regions, we generated T maps and used a P value of 0.01 (un-
corrected) to demarcate signi"cant pixels. The number of signi"cant pixels
around the functional domain provided a measure of the area of activation.

Histology and Alignment of Cytochrome Oxidase Staining with Optical Maps.
After collecting data, the galago was given a lethal injection of sodium
pentobarbital (80 mg/kg or more), perfused with PBS (pH 7.4) followed by 2–
4% paraformaldehyde in PBS, and then, given 2–4% paraformaldehyde in
PBS with 10% sucrose. After a brain was removed, the cortex was separated
from the brainstem, !attened, and immersed in 30% sucrose in PBS. On the
next day, it was cut frozen with the surface vascular pattern preserved in the
"rst 100- to 150-!m sections. The vascular pattern in these super"cial sec-

tions allowed for their accurate alignment with deeper sections and optical
imaging results. Deeper sections were cut at 50 !m and stained for cyto-
chrome oxidase (44) or myelin (45) to reveal cortical architecture. Separate
sections in the series were aligned with each other using the lumen of blood
vessels that crossed sections vertically and marking electrolytic microlesions
that were placed at the end of the microstimulation session.
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